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A New Look at Nitrate Movement
Studies show that under furrow irrigation,
nitrates move up rather than down
R. F . NIELSON AND L. A . BANKS

R

on th distribution of
nitratnitrog n in the soil
c nduct d by the Utah Station u gest the following: ( 1 ) With
furrow irrigation con id rable quantities of nitrate nitrogen accumulat in the urfac of the soil soon
aft r the fir t irrigation. (2) The
10
of nitrat s thr ugh leaching
und r furrow and prinkle irrigation have probably b n exa
rat d in the past. ( 3 )
itrogen
appli d n y ar and not u d by
th
r p i u ually r cov r d in
E EARCH
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REX N.lELSON, assistant professor of agronomy, presented the data in this paper at
the meetings of the American Society of
Agronomy at Cincinnati in November 1959.
MR . BANKS was a graduate student in
agronomy and helped conduct the trials.
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th crop the following ear. Th'
furth r sub tantiate the theory
that nitrat
ar
not leached
through the soil profil ven though
con id rabl amounts of wat r ar
appli d.
tudy wa initiat d to measure
th di tribution of nitrat nitrogen
in th oil profile in 195 at Logan,
tab t d tennine wh th r nitrat
accumulat in any portion of th
profile. It i c mmon kno 1 dg
that olubl
It mo to th urf ce of th oil during th ummer
m nth in arid r gions and it was
a um d that nitrate would mo e
in a imilar mann r.
Ammonium nitrat was applied
broadca t and in band at the rate
of 150 pound of
per acr on
and w r plac d
ay 15. Th

in th b d 4 inche d ep and 8
inch to th ide of the corn row.
Sprinkl and furrow m thod of
irrigation w re comparoo. The
prink! plots were irrigated 11
times during the summer and about
27 inche f wat r w r applied.
The fuuow plots r ceiv d 9 irrigation and a total of about 40 inch s
f v at r. Water wa applied at
int rva deem d m t f vorable
for corn production in the area.
oil ampl s wer collect d from
th c nt r of the row and the bott m f th furrow throu h ix
d pth incr men at ix diff r nt
dat thr u hout th growing season.
itrat nitrog n ccumulate in
th urfac 2 inch of the soil und r furrow irri ation (table 1) .
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Collecting lOil IOmples for
nitrogen determination

The highest concentration of nitrates occurs in the middle of the
row; little is present in the profile
below the bottom of the furrow.
Banded fertilizer behaved similarly
to that applied broadcast; however,
the movement from the band was
somewhat retarded. Large amounts
of nitrates were measured in the
surface of the soil at the time the
corn was harvested in September.
Under sprinkle irrigation no accum\llation of nitrates occurred in
the surface (table 2). In late summer some accumulated at the 6 to
12 inch depth. It is likely the accumulation of surface nitrates is
restricted largely to row crops
which are furrow irrigated.
The mechanism which is re-

soil encrusted with nitrates on the
surface.
Explanation of problems concerning
crop behavior
The presence of a nitrate accumulation offers an explanation to
a number of probl~ms not previously understood. It provides a reasonable answer as to why sprinkle
irrigation often results in higher
yields than furrow irrigation. The
fact that corn fails to respond to
applied nitrogen in areas with limited irrigation water is more fully
What causes the
understood.
sucrose content of sugar beets to be

..

"

sponsible for developing these conditions is simple wetting and
drying. The nitrates move with the
water in the soil solution and are
brought to the surface and deposited when the water is lost from
the soil through evaporation and
transpiration. The water from each
subsequent irrigation brings its
share of nitrate to the surface as
the soil dries out. Some of the
nitrates are used by the crop
when present in an area where
they are available to the roots. As
summer progresses with high
temperatures and low humidity
the surface of the soil remains dry
and seldom becomes wet. Nitrates
in the dry surface soil are unavailable to plants.
Either rains or cool fall temperatures with reduced evaporation are
necessary before the tops of the
beds remain wet long enough for
roots to be able to feed in the surface area of the soil. Plants showing severe nitrogen deficiencies
have been observed in both sugar
beet and corn fields growing in a
FOR
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of minor

One of the most interesting results from this work is that no evidence was found which would
iBdicate that any appreciable quantities of nitrate nitrogen were
(Continued on page 19)

Sample site-Bottom of the furrow
Sampling dates

6-21

7-14

0-2
2-6
6-12
12-24
24-36
36-60

30
8
4
5
27
27

7
3
6
7
19
30

0-2
2-6
6-12
12-24
24-36
36-60

180
10
12
10
21
28

inches

tn Soils

Leaching losses
importance

Table 1. Mean nitrate nitrogen value. from plots furrow irrigated with fertilizer bro.dcast

Depth

•

low during years with high precipitation in the fall? Why is a good
summer rain more beneficial than
an irrigation? Both of these questions can be explained in terms of
nitrate accumulation in a dry surface soil and later movement into
the root zone.

7-28

8-11

8-21

9-8

parts per million

6
5
8
7
26
19

7
4
7
11
21
23

6
6
6
17
20
20

6
8
5
24
21

316
53
16
22
28
17

563

234
42
23
21
25
17

18

Sample site-Middle of the row

400
14
17
11

370
37
15

16

11

20

26

21

60

25
14
20
18

Table 2. Mean nitrate nitrogen values from plots sprinkler irrigated with fertilizer broadcast
Sample site-Bottom of the furrow
Samplina dates
Depth

6-21

7-14

20
8

3
5
4
9
26
16

inches

0-2
U

7-28

8-11

8-21

9-8

4
8
7
9
18
13

7
16
55
9
18
20

7
6
34
33
20

8

10
8
27
21
34
33

9
22
56
22
41
25

parts per million

6-12
12-24
24-36
36-60

26
30

0-2
2-6
6-12
12-24
24-36
36-60

246
73
18
16
19
30

11
15

9
6
10
7
19
23

11

Sample site-Middle of the row
9

56
51
12
36
36

11
27
20
11
27
22

15

45
14
33
20
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MORE
NITROGEN
FOR HOME
GARDEN
SWEET
CORN

F or choice eating corn throughout the ea on
plant e eral recommended a1'ietie that have difJ rent matudty
date ( fwther spread i po ible by plantin tt 0 01' three different ti7ne .)
water J'egulat'ly 0 the plant do not wilt
u e adequate nitro en fertilizer th1'OU hout the eason
control w ed and eat'worm .
of th plant fir ,"

r d fici nci
Table 1. Percentage home garden corn with
nitrogen deficiencies

H. B. PET E R SON

•

DR. HOWARD B. PETERSON is head of the
Department of Agronomy.

County

Deficient

Box Elder
Cache
Davis
Salt lake
Utah
Weber

percent
79
80
81
83
71
96

Total 278, Deficient 227= 82 percent deficient

left, short and poorly filled out ears from corn grown on soil low in nitrogen.
Ears on right from corn grown on moist fertile soil
Small ~arden seeders may be used to
side-dress nitrogen in the corn row
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Fig. 1. Relative sizes and shapes of viruses as compared with red
blood cells, bacterial cells, and one another. The micron (JL), the unit
commonly used to measure bacteria, fungus spores, and other minute
objects, is 1/1000 of a millimeter (mm). The millimeter equals approximately the diameter of an ordinary pin head or the width of the lead
in a fine-line lead pencil. The millimicron (mJL), used to designate
virus sizes, is 1/1000 of a micron, one-millionth of a mit:imeter, or
1/250,000,000 of an inch. It would take 100,000 particles of the poliomyelitis virus or of the virus producing foot-and-mouth disease of caHle
placed side by side to equal a line long enough to reach across the
head of an ordinary pin. (Revised in 1952 by W. M. Stanley from chart
which appeared in Chemical studies on viruses, Chem. & Engin. News 25:
3786. 1947.) Courtesy the J. B. Lippencott Company, Publishers, and
the National Foundation.

VI
Agents Causing Disease
in Plants
Animals and Man

GEORGE W. COCHRAN

E of th ir extremely mall
iz iru s were the last of
the thr e main ag nts that cause
contagious dis ase to be discovered: bacteria, fungi, and viruses.
It was not until the d elopment
of the electron microscope that
man wa abI to e and describe
virus s. The el ctron microscope
which rna ni£ s up to 1/2 million
times can be us d to see the virus
mol cule which may be 1/1000 of

B

ECA
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DR. GEORGE W. COCHRAN, profelSor of
botany and plant pathology, spends most of
his time in research on the nature of viruses,
their effects on stone fruits, and methods for
their control.
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Diameter or
width X length
in mp.

Red blood cells
B. prodigioSUJ (Serraria

marceJCens )

Rickettsia
P irracosis
Canary pox
Myxoma
Vaccinia
Pleura-pneumonia organism
Pseudo rabie
H rpes implex
Rabies fixe
Influenza
Newcastle di '3
Vesicular t mnriti '
Staphyloc cus bacteri pha e
Fowl Pia ue
liou e mammary ar inoma
T l coli bacteriophage
Chicken tum r I
Equine encephal myelitis
T j coli ba (eri phage
Rabbit papilloma (Sh pel
Pneumonia irus of mice
Tobacco mosaic and strains
mbldlum (or hId) mo al
Gene (Muller' eSI. 0/ max. size)
Southern bean m aic
Rift valley (ever
Tomato bushy stunt
Poliomyelitis (Lansing)
Hemocyanin molecule (BIIsycon)
Yellow (eveT
Turntp yellow mo ai
Louping ill
Tobacco ring spot
Japanese B encephalitis
Alfalfa mosaic
Tobacco necrosis
Foot.and.mouth disease
Hemoglobin molecule (Horse)
Egg albumin molecule

the size of bact~ria. The relative
ize of a number of virus particles
is shown in figure 1. Pictures of
viruses taken with the electron
micro cope are shown in figures 2
and 3. Virus molecules vary in
size, shape, and structure. The
relative ize of some tadpole-like
viruses compared with bacterial
cells in which they have been produced is shown in figure 3.
Viruses have been known since
1892 when a Russian scientist,
Iwanowski, discovered that the substance responsible for tobacco
mosaic was carried in the juice of
disea ed plants. Diseases of man,
animals, and plants caused by

75 00
750

475 ---450
260 x 310
23 x 290
210 x 260
15 0

15
15
J25
115
115
1

••
•

90
80

60x
7
5
45
44
4

•

J5 x 300
12 x 80
20 x 125

31
3
30
25

•
•

22

22
20

19
19
18

17
J6
10
3 x 15
.2.5 x

10

virus s have be n known for centuries; in man, polio, flu, the common cold, measles, mumps, chicken
pox, smallpox, yellow fever, warts,
virus pneumonia; in animals, hog
chol ra, foot and mouth disease,
rabi s, Newcastle dis ase of chickens; in plants, tobacco mosaic,
aster yellows, mosaic and leaf roll
of potatoes, curly top of sugar
beets, tomatoes, and cucumbers,
western mosaic of celery, w stern-x
of stone fruits .
The nature of viruses

All living plants and animals are
composed of tiny cells. These cells
5

Fig. 2. Eledron microgrophs of virus bodies responsible for contagious diseases in man,
animals, higher plants, and bacteria. All micrographs represent the same magnification, thus
the differences indicated are actual. 1. Vaccinia viruS', responsible for smallpox in man, one
of the earliest virus diseases known. 2. Influenza virus (lee strain), the greatest killer of humans
of all times. 3. Tobacco mosaic virus, one of the first plant viruses to be studied and the first
to be isolated, purified, measured, and weighed.

t act in an
normal
mann r. The c II is comp 11 d to
produ
more viru nuel ic acid
and mor virus pr tein which are
u ually combin d to form th compI t d virus. Thi proc
produce
a trem ndou quantity of virus
in a short time. This r dir cting of
th Ii ing proc ss s of the cell by
the viru causes the ymptom of
disease.
H Otv vir-uses spread

any of the viru s which au e
di
in man and animals are
pr d by contact of a healthy animal with a dis ased animal or with
bj ct on which the dis as d animal has d posit d virus. Other
viru
are pread by ins cts from
infect d to normal animal or
plants. Man of these insect-carried
viru es actually multipl within
the body of the insect. Wh n this
occurs the virus
may b come
6
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4. Potato X virus, universally present in all American potato
varieties. Mixed with potato virus A, virus X causes crinkle
or mild potato mosaic; mixed with potato virus Y, it causes the
destructive rugose mosaic. S. T, coli bacteriophage, or virus,
which infects, produces, and finally destroys cells of bacteria
of the B. coli type. 6. Shope rabbit papilloma virus, which
causes warts that develop into typical cancer in domestic
rabbits. 7. Southern bean mosiac virus. 8 Tomato bushy
stunt virus. Courtesy of W. M. Stanley, the J. B. Lippincott
Company, Publishers, and the National Foundation.

Controlling virus diseases
The control of virus di eases is
quite different in plants and animals.
lost animals are able
MARCH

.

t

wid pr ad b cau
th ins ct is
capabl of inf cting many usc ptible hosts.
Th curly top dis a
which
caus d 0 much loss t tomat
rowers in Ut h in 1958 is induc d
by a virus that is spr ad by th
f ding of a small insect, th b t
leafhopper. This great 10 s \ a
pr dict d by Utah scienti t in th
prin of 195 b caus this in t
had r produc d in tr m ndou
num b r on its ov rwint ring ran
in th d ert during the mild w t
wint r of 1957-58.
Plant iru
can al b pr ad
by vegetati
propagation practic s. Bud or graft tak n from
and pr pagated
irus-infect d tr
will u ually
that are virus
n w tr
inf cted. Wh n virus-inf ct d potato tub r ar cut apart and
plant d for in r ase the viru will
b transmitt d to th n w plant
and tub rs. Som
iruses pass
through th s ds of plants so that
d haredlings grown from
vested from inf cted plants will be
infected. Certain plant viru s are
am d in th soil and the planting
f a susc ptibl crop on thi soil
will r suIt in inf ct d plant
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CURRENT VIRUS RESEARCH AT UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
A. Animal viruses
Dr. M. l . Miner and Dr. J. T. Blake of the Veterinary Science Department diagnose the
diseases of animals and poultry that are caused by viruses by placing blood or other extracts
from diseased animals in incubating eggs. The usual procedure is to go through a series of
three eggs. Effects of the viru~ on the developing chicken embryos are noted. Avian encephalomyelitis, a virus disease of poultry which is new to Utah, has been diagnosed in this
manner. The virus stunts the developing embryos. A virus causing abortion in sheep i~ also
identified in this way and distinguished from a similar disease caused by a bacterium .
Dr. Blake is studying CRD (chronic respiratory
caused by a small bacteria-like organism. CRD
more viruses may also contribute to the disease.
CRD have been studied during the past three years
are to be .valuated in studies to be undertaken.

disease) of chickens which is known to be
is frequently complicated because one or
The effects of infectious bronchitis virus in
while the effects of Newcastle virus in CRD

B. Bacterial virus s
Dr. W. W. Smith of the Bacteriology Department is using a collection of 36 different
bacterial viruses (bacteriophage) to classify 2000 different collections of staphylococci. The
staphylococci are organisms that cause synovitis in turkeys. The reaction of the bacteria with
the virus collections provides a basis for classifying the 2000 bacterial collections into related
groups. An understanding of the relationships of the organism~ causing this disease will help
in formulating control measures.

C. Plant viru es
Breeding a curly-top resistant tomato variety was started by Dr. loran Blood. This work
was continued after Dr. Blood' s death by Dr. O. S. Cannon. Just a year ago this research
was transferred to Dr. Mark Martin. Selections have been obtained which show promising
resistance to the virus. Back crossing to commercial varieties is underway to develop commercially
acceptable tomato .. with high resistance.
Research on the virus diseases of tree fruits was begun by Dr. B. l. Richards in 1937 and has
been continued since that time. Dr. Bryce N. Wadley of the Agricultural Research Service of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture and Dr. G. W. Cochran of the Station staff are cooperating in
orchard, field plot, and greenhouse studies of the viruses and virus diseases of the tree fruits
in Utah. Methods of controlling western-x virus in cherries by top-working on mahaleb rootstocks
are being demonstrated in trial orchards in several Utah counties. An experimental eradication
control program of western-x disease in cherry orchards in Utah County has been carried for
a number of years. Numerous other virus diseases which threaten the horticultural industry are
being studied.

D. Basic laboratory re earch on viruses
Th. plant virus laboratory at Utah Stat. Univ.rsity i. rapidly assuming a place of leadership in the fi.ld . Th. laboratory has not only pione.red in r.s.arch on the virus diseases of stone

7

Fig. 3. Cells of Streptococcus lactis, the bacterium which causes milk to sour, infected
with virus (bacteriophage), magnification approximately X 20,000: A, Three cells surrounded
with
virus
particles
recently
introduced into the culture of living bacteria;
B, a completely disrupted cell spilling out
protoplasm and newly formed viru. particles
5 hours after the introduction of the virus
into the bacterial culture. Taken from the
Journal of Bacteriology 57:393. 1949. Courtesy
of Williams and Wilkins Company, Publishers.

produc antibodi , mol cuI
which inactivat inf ctin viru
by combining with th m. Th
antibodi ar carri d in th blood
and attack the viru in all part
of th body. 10 t nimal iru
app ar to b liminated from th
animal' b d following th build
up of th antibodi
nimal
viru
can fr qu ntly be controlled
by va cination. Th u ual proedur is to inj t an inacti at c1
vir s into th animal. This inject d vi.ru cann t pr duc th
typical di a b It it do indu
the form tion of antibodi whi I
are carri d in th animal' blood
trearn 0 that an acti
train of
th viru would be imm d.iat ly
ubdu d if it entered the animal'
body.
Th situation in plant
uit
differ nt. Plants do not produc
vVh n a plant beantibodi
com
inf ct d with a vim it
usually carries th vi.ru for the
remaind r of its life.
Latent vir-uses
Th
ntrol of viru
mad difficult b cau
iru
may
b carri d in plant or animal in
a latent or dormant condition.
Plant or animal rna carry p t ntially dang rou
i.ru
which
can b tran mitt d to oth r uceptible plant or nimals wh n
conditions chan to favor an outbreak of disea
Th
arrying
host app ar t b n rmal and how
8

fruits, but it has made distinctive contributions in research on the ba.ic nature of the virus
agents and in methods for the ultimate control of viruses. The Utah Station, the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commiuion, and the National Science Foundation are supporting this basic research in
which Dr. George W. Welkie, John L. Chide .. er, and Dr. George W. Cochran are engaged. These
workers have devised new methods of studying the naturally-occurring forms of plant viruses.
They found that tobacco mosaic virus occurred in several infective developmental forms; one
appears to be a nucleic acid without a protein coat. Cucumber mosaic virus appears to exi .. in
a nucleic acid form only. These constitute the first reports of naturally-occurring nucleic acid virus
forms of plant viruses. Further research will demonstrate how widespread thi. phenomenon is
in other viruses.
Research is now underway which will help in the understanding of the chemical changes
that occur in the cells when a virus infection take. place. Evidence of progressive chemical
changes is being obtained from spectrophotometric studies of infected tiuues. It i. hoped that
these studies may provide the key which will unlock some of life', best kept secrets for an
understanding of virus action within cells is the first step toward an understanding of the
living process, itself.

in man

rri d in a imilar way
in th bI od of many appar ntly
n rmal p pl. P opl who have
had jaundic are u ually not acceptabl as bl od donor. There
ar num rou other e amples of
lat nt animal and plant viru e .
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Average monthly prices
of choice and prime
slaughter lambs on the
Ogden market from 1953
to 1959

Supplementary feeding
during suckling period
increases weight
gains

Creep feeding of lambs
MIL TON A. M AD 5 E NAN D 0 0 Y L E J. MAT THE W 5

o produce lamb for the arly
spring market when pric s are
highest, tJtah raisers must provide
for early lambing and for additional fe d during the uckling
period.
Early lambing not only mak
it possible to take advantage of
easonally higher lamb prices which
occur in May and June, but it mak
po sible the use of farm labor when
nther farm work i I
pre ing.
It reduces the amount of pa tur
required for the flock, and als rduc s lamb los es from para iti infection.

T

Additional feed increa es growth
PrOViding additional fe d to
lambs during the suckling period
has been one of the most succ s ful means of increasing lam b

•

DRS. MILTON A. MADSEN and DOYLE J.
MATTHEWS are members of the Department
of Animal HUlbandry. The chlortetracylin.
used in this study came from Aurofac which
was supplied by the Lederle Laboratory Division of the American Cyanamid Company.
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Providing additional feed to lambs during the suckling period is one
of the mOlt luccessful means of increasing lamb growth and decreasing
feed required per unit of gain

r wth and d cr a ing fe
requir d p r unit of gain. Conc ntrat
f d to lamb dW'ing th
nur in p ri d pr duc till
to
four tim mol' growth g in th n
imilar amounts f d aft r waning.
To find th b t f d combina-

ti n

thi

p riod

9

Swoll.n and infected
sinus In a morbid turkey

Cold, humid weath.r,
wet ground, w ind, and
oth.r cUmatic st,.....
can anravate CID or
sin"litI.

A tltree-war ettaclc by dlseos.
producl.. a.-_ often
emm In birch

, ,.
~ood mana ......nt and heding praeti
can reduce the Inclden .. of CID or .......1.

--

JOSEPH T . BLAKE

HIDDEN LOSSES FROM CRD AND SINUSITIS
Weight loss, feed inefficiency, lowered egg production,
decreased fertility, reduced hatchability types of losses
considerable misunderthe poultry indusT standing
concerning CRD ( chronic
HERE

is

in

try

respiratory disease) of chickens and
infectious sinusitis of turkeys. Other
familiar terms maybe «chronic,>'
«PPLO infection," "swollen sinus."

•

DR. JOSEPH T. BLAKE i. allistant professor
of veterinary science. He i. a graduate of
the BYU who received the M.S. PhD, and
DVM degrees from Iowa State College. He
joined the USU daH in 1956.
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These are all names for one disease.
The use of the name CRD for the
disease in chickens and sinusitis
for the di ease in turkeys is probably an outgrowth of two factors,
( 1) the two differ nt types of
poultry involv d and (2) the fact
that the disease can be manifested
outwardly in more than one way.
In turkeys an impressive visible
sign of the disease is swelling in
the sinuses. In chickens this sign
occurs less frequ ntly and the more

frequent signs ar bronchial rales
and swoll n ey lids. These differences in manifestation are not constant. Signs are often the same in
both chick ns and turkeys.
The disease may be manifested
as an "upper form" or as a "lower
form." In the upper form, the surface organs are affected, whereas,
in the lower form, the air sacs are
principally affected and there may
be little or no ouh:vard evidences
of infection, exc pt for depression
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and lack of app tit. In this form
the disease usually aff cts turkeys
and chickens similarl) .
Causative agent
The agent causing CRD is a
microscopic entity called a pleuropneumonia-like organism (PPLO ).
The organism was so named because of its affinity for pleural and
lung tissue. It is neither a bacterium nor a virus, but is categorically
b tween the two. The official
name for the group is now Mycoplasma. The Mycoplasma group is
large and includes human strains
poultry strains, and strains affecting other types of animals. There
are both pathogenic (disease producing) and non-pathogenic strain .
Within the strains pathogenic to
poultry can be found those pathogenic to chickens only, those
pathogenic to turkeys only, and
those pathogenic to both chickens
and turkeys. There are strains
whiph have affinity for tissues other
than respiratory tissues, such as
those which cause neuritis or arthritis.

iv n ss of uch lesion depends upon wheth r secondary invasion by
bacteria or by one or more of the
poultry respiratory viruses occurs.
n ul!lcomplicated case of PPLO inf ction seldom occurs in the field.
ny number of th above listed
manifestations, in ither the upp r
or lower forms or both forms of the
disease, may be pr sent in a particular bird or in a particular flock.
This is true whether it be a turkey
flock or a chicken flock. The extensiveness of the symptoms and
1 sions depends upon number, type,
and virulence of the pathogenic
a ents and upon the effects of environmental stress.
A bird seldom has the outward
vid nc s of CRD which occur in
th upp r form without also having
orne measure of the abnormalities
occurring in the lower form. Howv r, the reverse is not true. If the
di ase has become sufficiently
chronic for the symptoms to disappear lesions may still be observed
upon n cropsy. On of the inidious f atures of the dis ase is
th pr sence of path genic Mycoplasma in an apparently h althy

Recoonition of the clisea s

The upp r form is reco nized
principally by (1) swollen y lid ,
( 2) swoll n sinuses, and (3 ) discharges from both nasal and ey
passages. Secondary effects are
ruffled feathers, depression, 1 thargy, decreased feed consumption,
and subsequent growth retardation, in the case of immature birds,
or decr ased egg production in th
ase of mature fema! s.
The lower form is recognized by
inflammation of the air sacs, congestion of the respiratory mucosa
and, in more severe cases, by exudative material in sinuses, in respiratory passages, over the surfaces of
the air sacs, and over the surface
f the serosal and visceral organs.
This material may be so thick and
extensive that it blankets the air
sacs, lungs, heart, liver, and other
organs. The lesions can be oberved by postmortem examination
of an infected bird, and the extenFOR
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flock. These carriers may be responsible for outbreaks in either
chickens or turkeys, via egg transmission. However, the disease may
also be transmitted in other ways.
Economic importa'nce

CRD is a major disease of chickns in Utah in terms of economic
loss. The importance of it is often
overlooked because of the tendency
for it to be a mild and chronic infection. In many cases infection
is inapparent, and the poultryman
is not fully aware of losses which
are occurring in the form of weight
loss, feed inefficiency, lowered egg
production, decreased fertility, reduced hatchability, egg transmission, and an occasional death.
Sinusitis may likewise cause a large
economic loss in the turkey industry
of the state. The full loss to the
poultry industry cannot be accurately estimated nor appreciated.
Too often emphasis is placed on the
more dramatic poultry diseases,
where death losses are sudden and
high, while CRD is either ignored
r tolerated.
( Continued on t)age 26)

INCLUDE THESE PRACTICES TO REDUCE INCIDENCE OF CRD
Protect flocks against avoidable stress fadors, with
~ Adequate housing space, proper humidity, and temperature control
~ Dry litter
~ Proper nutritive allowance, avoidance of nutrient deficiencies or of sudden
changes in feed quantity or quality
~ Control of internal and external parasites
~ A good vaccination program against the endemically occurring diseases for
which valid vaccines exist
~ Effedive culling and isolation practices

1

Prepare in advance against avoidable stress factors
Climatic changes greatly stress birds, particularly turkey flocks raised in the
open. Not all of the above measures can be taken with such flockt;; however, appli.
cation of tho ... measures which can be applied to a given operation will reduce the
stress from inclement weather.
CRD is a respiratory disease. It is the counterpart of the "common cold" in
humans. Exposure of birds to sudden weather changes, including damp, cold condi.
tions can predispose a disease outbreak.

2

3

Do not continuously medicate feed or water with antibiotics
This practice is expensive and is unsatisfactory in preventing outbreaks of CRD.
There is a definite place for antibiotic prophylaxis, but a good preventive program
should be tailored by qualified people to fit the needs of the individual poultryman.

If an outbreak occurs, resort to therapy
However, leek professional advice as to method and duration of treatment and
type of product to u.... Adopt an efficient culling and isolation program in conjundion with sound therapeutic practices.

4

POULTRY BREEDERS should obtain and maintain PPLO·free breeding stock
This requires a program which includes periodic blood testing and elimination of
readors. This is an adjund only and will be valueless unless the above practices
are also followed.

5
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ASPHALT-COATED JUTE LINER DEVELOPED
FOR CANALS AND RESERVOIRS
C. W . LAURITZEN
and industry coop rated in 1959 to d
lop an
asphalt-coat d jut lin r, whi h it
is anticipat d will ha
a plac
along with concr t and oth r pr fabricated a pha1t lin rs in small
irrigation lat ra1s and farm ditch .
Since the lining is n , much
remain to be 1 am d about it p rformanc. Indications ar , however, that th initial co t will b
omewhat less than the 0 t of concr t or plank-typ
phalt lin r .
Jut how long the lin r will last
and what the maintenanc requirments will b to ke p th lining
serviceable ha
y t to be det rmined.
Although new in it If, th a-

S

CIE TISTS

phalt-coat d jut lin r r pr nts
ju t anoth r t p in the d ve10pm nt of a pr fabricat d asphalt
lin r. Thi d v lopm nt work bean nearly fift en ar ago. The
first pr fabricat d lining tructure
con' t d of an a phalt coating on
a pap r backing-the pap r functionin only to p rmit handling and
in tallation of the membrane.
F llowing in quick succ ion wer
lin r r inforced with roofing felt ,
such a are u ed in asphalt roofing
material , and fib rgla s. Mo t of
th
lini g if car fully in taIled
a buri d linings provided r onably ati factory eepage control.
B cau
of their structural weaknand su ceptibility to rapid det rioration from unlight, th y w re
not uitabl for us a expo d linings.
Th availability at low
t of
jut fabri prompt d OUI inv tigation of jut a a upp rtin ba
mat rial in pr f bri t d a pha1tic

lin rs. vVe w re c nvinc .d of the
pot ntial which jute offered in
t rm of bulk and strength at low
co t. Our chief concern was the
pro p t of biological deterioration
or rotting. Our experi n
had
b n that all organic mat rial
wh n mployed as lin r in canal
and re rvoir deteriorate rapidly
and I e their tr ngth. The probI m then wa to find some way of
rotproofing the jute.
A a starting place, copper
naphthanate used in accordance
with the U. S. Army specifications
for mildewproofing wa investigated. We found that treating with
copp r naphthanate greatly inhibited biological deterioration. Also
wh n the treated jute was confined
in an asphalt coating it app ared
th t the prot ction offer d would
b adequate to give a lin r contIucted of asphalt-coated jute a
ufficiently long servic able life to
mak it attractiv. Other tr atm nt for rotproofing are being intigat d. Protection of the jute
fa ric again t loss of trength is
till a matt r of chi f conc m. Thi
i follow d clo ly by th probl m
of improving th w ath rability of
a phalt urfac .

Wo rkmen prepare d itch for lining. This job
could be done w ith prope r ditching equip ment

•

DR. C. W. LAURITZEN is em ployed by t he
Soil and Wate r Conse rvation Bra nch of the
U.S. Agricultu ra l Resea rch Service a nd wo rks
th roughout the w este rn states o n canal
and reservoir lining materia ls. He is stationed
on the Logan campus and wo rks cooperatively
with th e Utah Statio n.
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Workm en seam several widths of line r tog ethe r on th e ban k pre parato ry to positioning
in t he d it ch

A section of t he a sphalt-coated jute line r
in place
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\tVh n w
tart d this work in
1955 ur ffort w r cone ntrated
primarily n in-plac c nstruction
t chniqu . Th a phalt and burlap w r appli din qu nce on the
ubgrad f th canal r ditch to b
lin d.
lth u h th
installati n
r a onably ucc ful, probIm
w r
ncounter d.
On
probl m wa that of obtaining ex-

th

w rk;

\
m d in lat June of 1959 and
th
cond run fly in ugust. The
fir t run wa mad with untreated
j t ackin and the s c nd with
jut
acking tr t d with opp r
naphthanat.
b ut 1,000 quare
yard of ackin v r coat d in
D titut
all the
a h run. Thi
lin r of thi typ manufactur d to
( Continued

OIl

page 2 )
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A small piece of lining was cut and fitted
around the outlet structures and sealed to
the lining. This resulted in a tight and neat
appearing joint

Applying clav emulsion as weather coating
to the completed lining
Ivan D. Wood inspects the finished installation
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Patching a hole cut in the lining to illustrate
the ease with which a patch is applied

The
Farmer
and

Social Security
to p pIe in any walk of
life those in the social security
office like to talk about how tough
things were in the "old days." Th
only difference is that th old days
the social security people talk
about go back only three year to
1957. That i the year the roof f 11
in.

S

IMILAR

Increases in number of peopl
benefited by social security

During 1957, social security benefits were awarded to 2.8 million
new applicants, 53 percent more
than during 195u. Payments made
to individuals that year amounted
to seven billion dollar . The total
number of persons receIVIng
monthly benefits showed the largest year-to-year increase on record,
passing the ten million mark in May
and reaching the 11 million mark
in November. The amount of
monthly benefits in current payment status reach d th half-billion
do]]ar mark in larch and totall d

•

This article w as prepa red by members of
the Social Security Ad ministra tion office at
Ogden, Utah, especially for Farm a nd Home
Science.
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more than $600 million at th nd
of December.
Two groups w Ie primarily responsible for making 1957 a record
year for social security: women
a ed 62 through 64 and self-employed farm operators and their
dependents.
Before the 1956
amendments to ,t he Social Security
Act the retirement age for women
was the same as for men, 65. Beginning with November 1956, a
woman with enough work covered
by social security, the wife of a
man receiving social security retirement benefits, or the elderly
widow of a man who died after
working in jobs covered by social
security could receive her benefits
as early as her 62nd birthday. The
woman who took her benefits as a
retired work r or as the wife of a
retired man received a smaller
monthly payment than sh would
have had she waited until she
reach d 65 to have her benefits
start. Mo t worn n endors d the
id a that a bird in the hand i
w rth two in the bush and applied
at the arIi st possible tim after
rea ch in ag 62. The y ar 1957
wa the fir t full year in which

b n fits, re payable to women in
this ag group. During the year
r duced benefits were awarded to
282,000 retired women workers and
251000 wives of retired men.
elf-employed fanners qualify for
so ial security in 1957

Th y ar 1957 was also the first
y ar elf- mployed farmers could
qualify for social secl!fity benefits.
A few farmers qualified earlier
than 1957, but only because they
had earlier social security credit
for work done off the farm. Those
who qualified in 1957 were elderly
farmers who needed only two years
of credit under social security to
be entitled to payments. As a rule
they fell into three classes: ( 1 )
those who were at least 72 years
old and could thus r ceive benefits
ven though they did not retire
(2) those whose farm profit was
low (under $1200 a y ar) and (3)
those who took th earliest posible advantag
f a newly provided opportunity to retire. As
numerous farm r
commented,
th y w re "sick and tU'ed of being
tied down as nursemaid to a bunch
of dairy ows."
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Farmers and social security had
had little to do with each other
before 1955. The original Social
Security Act of 1935 covered, generally speaking, only employees in
non-farm commerce and industry.
Farm employees were not covered
at that time because it was felt that
the farm worker's different living
and working conditions made his
need for retirement protection less
urgent than the city worker's ned.
Beside that, Congressional and administrative officials in the government could see that the Social
Security Administration would
have its hands full getting the program for urban employees organized and working. Since including
farm employees in the original
program would have presented additional difficulties, it was thought
best to wait for a later date and
more experience before attempting
to cover farm workers by social security.

It wa not until 1950 ther fore
that any change was made in the
Social Security Act to include agricultural employees in the program.
The amendments to the law passed
in 1950 brought "regularly employed" farm workers under social
security. To be regularly employed
and thus covered by the program,
the worker had to work for one
farmer for at least five months on
a steady, full-time basis. Thi
meant that most farm employee
were still not covered by social
security even though they mad
their living, or a substantial part of
it, doing agricultural work. These
were the temporary workers and
the migrant workers who were
called on when the work on the
fa~ was heaviest and most pressing, when the beets needed thinning, the cherries had to be picked
or the Itomatoes were ready to pack.
Congress felt that the job of keeping records and making tax returns
on these workers would be too
much for fanners to handle, but
that coverage for regular, full-time
employees was feasible.
Experience showed that farmers
and the Social Security AdministraFOR
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tion could handle the job of reporting and keeping track of the
earnings of these regularly employed farm employees. Experience
also showed that the inclusion of
self-employed business men and
tradesmen under the social security
program had worked out well since
they were covered beginning January 1, 1951, and that there was
no reason to believ that the same
wouldn't be true of self-employed
farmers. Statistics showed also that
there was as much need among
farmers for the type of insurance
prOVided by social security as there
was among wage earners and selfmployed people in the city. The
much higher public assistance caseloads in the predominantly agricultural states, compared with
those in the heavily industrialized
states, testified to the need of
farmers and farm work rs for oldage insurance benefits and to the
fact that, when they die, their famiIi s are often in need.
Convinced that most farmers
needed and wanted the protection
offered by social security, Congress
amended the law in 1954 to cover
elf-employed farmers and additional farm workers. Beginning in
1955, a worker who received $100
or more cash wages from a farm r
during the year was covered by
social security. This was later
changed, and in 1957 the annual
earnings amount was raised to $150
and the provision was added covering any worker who put in 20 day
during a year for one farmer for
pay fitrured on a time basis. Coverage for self-employed farmers began with 1955 and was on the same
basis as that for other self-employed people, xcept for one difference. To overcome the objection
that coverage by social security
would require the small farm operator to maintain more extensive
busin ss records than he was accustomed to keeping Congres
permitted farm owners whose gross
farm income did not exceed $1800
in a year to us one of two methods
in figuring his net profit for social
ecurity purposes. He could figure

his actual net profit or he could
report as his profit one-half of his
gross farm income. Farmers whose
gross annual income exceeded
$1800 could report an assumed net
profit of $900 if their actual net
profit was under $900. The following year this $900 figure was
hanged to $1200, and the farmer
whose gross farm profit was under
$1800 could report two-thirds of
his gross fann profit for social security credit. This optional method
recognized the sharp, and ofter uncontrollable, ups and downs in the
income a farm may produce from
one year to the next. It made it
possible for farmers to keep their
social security credit continuous
ven in lean years.

Misttnderstandings by farmers
Farmers and social security soon
found they had a few mutual misunderstandings and problems to
work out. It occurred to many
farmers that they could boost their
book profit, their social security
credit, and eventually, their social
ecurity benefits by neglecting to
claim some business deductions, as
for instance, deprecia tion. The
Social Security Administration had
to pass the word that business expenses which the farmer was allowed to deduct by the Internal
Revenue Code had to be deducted
in computing the farmer's net
earnings on which he paid his
social security tax. Other farmers,
either because they were not familiar with the capital gains provisions of income tax law or be( Continued on page 32)
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Who benefits from the

Bypass Highways
T HEREL

R.

BLACK

"THEY'
RE going to build a new
road through here. And it's
going to bypass our town I What
do you think it will do to us? It
may ruin our businessmen. And
it will cut through some of the best
farm land in this area. I hope they
know what they're doing."
Comments such as these have
been made before and since the
passage of the federal law of 1956
which provides for the biggest program of highway construction in
history of the United States.
Other discussions we can easily
tune in on might be as follows:
"The last time I made that trip,
I ~as trying to make a little time.

•

DR. THEREL R. BLACK il allociate profellor
of sociology. He and Dr. V. L. Israellen,
profelsor of economicl, are studying the effed of the highway bypall on American
Fork with fu nds provided by the Utah State
Road Commillion.
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I went through the town of Ginger
a little too fast, and w-o-o-p-s I got
a ticket. It sure aggravates me that

you have to slow up to a snail's
pace every few miles along the
road to accommodate these little
towns. And near large cities I don't
like to buck the heavy traffic during rush hOllIS."

Highways and their locations have
always been important
Such comments show that people are thinking about the great
importance of highways and their
location.
Highways have always been important. Even before 'vehicles with
wheels were invented, man had
trails for transportation. However
the automobile drastically altered
transportation needs. Today increasingly urgent pressures are
placed upon our technological
skills and our socio-political institutions for the construction of better

highways. The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 was a response to
these pressures.

Where shaU the highways be located and who shall 11Ulke the
decision?
Legal responsibility for locating
the new federal interstate highways rests with the Bureau of
Public Roads and with the state
highway departments. However,
location is crucial to the total social
and economic life of an area and
therefore, a matter of concern t~
everyone. The question he comes :
"Who benefits from a particular
location and who doesn't? Shall the
highway be located in order to give
the greatest benefits to the greatest number of people? If so, how
can this be determined?"
Possible benefits in relation to costs
help decide loc.ations
Since many benefits are realiz-
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a ble in terms of cost, a more 1 en ned
statement of the above question is
'Where is the best location of the
highway in terms of the amount of
benefits that will be received in
relation to the costs of these b( nefitsr' To answer the quesbon,
measurable benefit-cost ratios have
been worked out and applied to
several possible routings. By this
means highway planners may select
desirable routes according to economic or other objective criteria.
But always there are real benefits and costs in any human undertaking that are not measurable on
a dollars-and-cents index. Legally
constituted authorities for highway
construction, therefore, cannot and
usually do not make judgments
about highway location upon the
basis of benefit-cost ratios alone.
They attempt to discover other less
tangible bases, as well as to discover indirect beneficiaries of the
highway.
The most direct and obvious
beneficiaries of good highways are
the highway users themselves.
There are also iftdirect beneficiaries.
The search for these as well as the
extent to which they benefit is a
diHicult task.
FOR
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Socia-economic stu.dies are aimed
at discovering who benefits
One way to gain information
about indirect benefits is by means
of socio-economic studies, many of
which are sponsored by highway
agencies. Some of these studies are
concerned with thCi effects of highway location on communities and
population segments. One of these
is being conducted by Utah State
University.
Part of the difficulty of judging
benefits to individuals and communities lies in the fact that we
tend to use a given argument to
prove whatever position we want
to accept. If a person knows a
case where a highway bypass of
a community tends to decrease the
business volume along its main
street, he tends to hold fast to the
idea that his town will likewise
suffer regardless of research showing that towns show varying effects
of bypasses. Or another person
from a congested area may hold to
his idea that bypasses benefit local
businesses even in isolated rural
regions.
Of course, a more significant confusion arises because questions
about what a highway or a highway
bypass does to communities have

not been adequately answer~d. Research has shown that a highway
bypass affects various communities
differently. In some communities
the bypass seems to contribute to
business well-being by getting rid
of heavy "through" traffic, which
allows room on main street for local
activity. It also reduces accident
rates in such congested areas. And
while not so well documented, it
appears that small isolated communities that get a relatively large
amount of business from "through"
traffic may find a bypass a deterrent
to local business interests.

Clarity in concepts about bypasses
helps discover who benefits
Another major problem leading
to confusion about possible benefits of the new highways hinges
upon our definition of what a highway is and more particularly upon
what a bypass highway is. Everyone knows, of course, that a highway is so much concrete, or gravel
and oil and space. But this concept of a highway does not include
its function.
The chief function of any highway is to provide accessibility of
persons to other people, to goods,
(Continued on page 29)
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EXTEND STORAGE LIFE OF FRUIT
D. K. SAL U N K H E

AND

R. A. NOR TON

UALLY S veral million dollar are lost in the United
States to growers, packers, and
hipp rs as a result of post harvest
di eases of crops. This loss prents a siz able reduction in quality
of fr sh produc available to consumers and makes it difficult for
r tailers to set the price on perishable produc .
The length of the storage life
of a giv n fruit or vegetable depends upon many factors such as
variety maturity moistur content
packaging transportation torage
temperature and humidity and
number and kind of parasit s
present on the crop.
The storage life of strawberri s
is short, usually 6 to 10 days at 50 C.
Cherries, however, are relatively
firm and can survive for a few
more day. Deterioration of fruits
in transit as w 11 as in the market
results from dehydration, discoloration, ov r-rip n ss, bruising, and
microbial growth.
To prolong saleability, it may b
possible to tr at fresh produc
with a chemical and then package
it in such a manner that it will b
relatively free from secondary infection and at the same time will
retain its freshness and quality for

A

•

DR. D. K. SALUNKHE and DR. R. A. NORTON
are associate professors of horticulture. The
chemicals for this study were furnished by
various manufacturers: Captan by the California Spray Chemical Corporation; potassium sorbate by Union Carbide Chemicals
Company; DHA-S and Dowcide B by the Dow
Chemical Company; Amphoteri.in Band Mycostatin by Squibb and Sons; Candicidin,
DPS-25, and Neomycin sulfate USP by S. B.
Penick and Company; Myprozine by the
American Cyanamid Company. Most of these
chemicals are experimental and they are not
yet cleared by the Food and Drug Administration for safe human consumption.
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a longer period of tim. This paper
presents effects of using several
ch mical dips including some antibiotic on shelf-life of strawberries
and swe t cherri s.
HOI

Agricultural Experiment Station,
Pleasant View, Utah.
Chemicals and rates are shown in table
1. Distilled water was used as a
control treatment. Some of the
chemicals applied were not water
oluble.
Amphotericin Band
Myprozine were dissolved in small
amounts of dimethyl formamide
and glacial ac tic acid, respectiveI. and the final volum was made

th e tests were made

Firm
Shasta)
-Bing)
How

n

ripe strawb rries (varietyand sweet cherries (variety
were obtained from th
Fi Id Station of th Utah

Table 1. EHects of chemical dips on mold growth and marketable quality of .trawberries and
.weet cherries when .tored at 5 0 C. for one and one and a half month., respectively
Strawberries

Chemical

Concen.
tration

Moldy
fruits

Marketable
fruits

ppm

percent
97.1

percent
1.2

Control ........................

Cherries
Moldy
fruits

Marketable
fruits

percent
93.4

percent
2.2

60.0
30.6
40.2

14.1
40.0
42.1

+++
++
++
+
+

80.1
54.0
28.6

' 9.6
40.1
69.7

57.0
24.3
1.6

40.0
72.9
96.9

Extent*
of mold

+++
+
+

Extent*
of mold

+++
+++
+
+
+++
++
+
++
+

Captan ............ ............
Captan ........................
Captan ................ .... ....

250
500
1000

20.3
11.6
4.8

60.1
63.3
70.5

Potassium sorbat• ......
Potasium sorbat. .... ...
Potassium sorbate ......

250
500
1000

69.9
54.0
50.0

9.1
20.2
29.7

D.H.A.-S .........................
D.H.A.·S .............. ..............
D.H.A.-S .. ....................

250
500
1000

15.1
6.1
0

56.6
63.3
80.7

Dowicide A ................
Dowicide A ................
Dowicide A ................

250
500
1000

36.8
19.2
3.8

47.4
46.1
70.0

++
+

24.8
6.2
1.0

70.5
90.0
97.3

+

Amphotericin B ..........
Amphotericin B ..........
Amphotericin B ....... ...

50
100
200

60.1
56.7
50.8

30.1
32.1
36.2

70.3
74.6
78.6

12.3
15.2
16.1

Candicidin .....................
Candicidin ......................
Candicidin ..................

50
100
200

89.1
70.1
63.3

2.8
10.7
30.9

80.0
82.9
90.5

8.3
8.7
5.1

D.P.S.·25 ....................
D.P.S .•25 ....... .....................
D.P.S.-25 ..........................

50
100
200

77.3
89.2
83.3

9.1
5.4
4.2

93.6
96.1
94.7

2.0
2.3
1.6

Mycostatin .....................
Mycostatin ...................
Mycostatin .....................

50
100
200

73.6
71.7
67.7

12.2
13.9
19.5

34.1
60.1
55.6

33.0
11.2
23.8

Myprozine ...................
Myprozine ..................
Myprozine ..................

10
50
100

50.1
47.2
43.6

28.3
32.1
32.2

44.0
42.7
24.6

50.0
48.7
69.8

Neomycin .ulfate ......
Neomycin sulfate ......
Neomycin sulfate ......

50
100
200

98.9
97.8
98.7

0

++
++
++
+++
+++
++
+++
+++
+++
+++
++
++
++
++
++
+++
+++
+++

96.3
97.4
98.9

1.0
0.5
0.6

++
++
++
+++
+++
++
+++
+++
+++
+++
++
++
++
+
+
+++
+++
+++

* - No mold growth.;
mold growth.

+

1.1

0.5

Slight mold growth;

++
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+++
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f ig. 1. Effect of chemica l dips on mold growth and color retention in strawberries (on e month a fter treatme nt)
left-treated w ith DHA-S 1000 ppm. Right- control- no t reatment- not. profuse mold growth and fa ded color

with distill d \ at r.
pproximatI 150 fruit w r
dipp d in
appropriate ch mical con ntrtions for on minut. Triplicate
lot of each fruit w r treat d with
a h ch mi 1. Th wer then air
dn d nd put in t rile plastic
up which w r pI d in pol th 1 n (0.0015 in h thi k) ag
ti d with r
r b nd and t r d
t 50 . for n m nth for trawrri
nd a m nth and a half for
herri
t an
and fi ur

and D \ icide A how d ig mcant
fungicidal :ff ct and also maintain d th natural c lor of trawrri . ota ium orbate r tard d
me mold growth. Some of th
antibiotics uch as Candicidin, Myo tatin,
yprozine, and Amphot ricin B inhibit d mold growth.
omycin ulfate and D.P.S.-25 did
n t control fun 1 growth. Thi
r earch ug
t that eitb r th
mbination of an antifungal antibioti
r other h mical with a
bact ricidal antibiotic can erve
H ctiv ly to inhibit fun al
w II
ba rial disea e and th r

NITRATE MOVEMENTS

hi h t i Ids w r
ociated with
high moi tur 1 vI. This i probbly ~ r ult f k pin the oil
urfa
mit thus makin th
nitrat
a umulat d th r availabl to th crop.

f d poilin organi m of fruits
and vegetabl
without harmful
on the quality of a product
treat d and al 0 on human b ing
who con ume th pr duct.
The packaging m trial, polymodifi
the atthylen ba
mo ph r of th fruit. Tills could
have r tard d r piration and
transpiFati n which may hav
aid din iner a ing th h If-life and
th quality of strawh ITi.
Further
I n thi lin ar com-

It i prob bl that th di tributio of nitrat i diff r nt und r a
y t m of flo d irrig tion or p ndin. With u h a pr r m nitrat
]
thr u h I a hin
0111d b
. n id rab] .
H

. can th

pfobl

In

Th probl m f m intaining nitrat in th root z n i n t Iv d.
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Cows consumed more hay, refused less hay, and maintain ed production and body weight better when the hay was
swathed and baled than when it was mowed and raked

Hay yield, baler
waste, hay
consumption, hay
refusal, milk
production, time
saving favor
swathing

Harvesting
by swather
•
•
maIntaIns
quality
of hay
G. E. STODDARD
C . H . MICKELSEN
L. L. PERKES
G . Q . BATEMAN
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More hay tored when har ested
by wather
a

in a

th compari n f h rv tin
\ ith a w th r nd
m wing and rakin wa mad for
only on umm r, th r ult ar
0 t compari n , infavorahI .
cluding ha i Id aI r wa t , ha
on umption ha
r fu 1 and

•

DR. GEORGE E. STODDARD is professor, c.
H. MICKELSEN, research associate, L. L.
PERKES, research assistant, and G. Q . BATEMAN, .ssociate p rofessor of dairy husbandry.

L

s baler wa te from swather

in
r k is r put d to knock
If 1 v
and pick up oil nd
tr h colI ction ha w r pIa d
on th hal r to catch th "wa t ..
th t m out with th bal.
1tb u h the coll ct
I r wa t "
did not repr ent total 10 in raking and baling, it
m r a onahI
to a urn it' dir ctly r 1 t
to
th total w t. Baler wa te p r
acre and qh mical analy i of th
waste are hOWD in tahle 1.
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Table 1. " Baler waste" loss and composition
from hay harvested by two methods
Raked
loss per acre, Ibs*
Protein %
Fiber %
NFE (carbohydrates) %
Ash %
Phosphorus %

69
15.5
15.9
37.0
25.2
0.25

Swathed
47
17.7
20.2
40.5
15.6
0.26

*Baler waste as collected does not include
total losses. The relation between raked and
swathed, however, is probably typical of
total waste.

" al r wa t "from v ath d hay
a 7 p und p r acr
nly 6
p rc nt a gr at a th 69 p und
f r rak d h y. Bal r wa t from
wath d hay wa lightly high r in
prot in, fi r, and
FE (carbohydrat ) than rak d hay.
h
ont nt of raked hay ( al r wa t "
wa more than 60 p rc nt higher
than for th wath d hay wh reas
pho phoru content wa approximat I the same for
h harye t
m thod. R lation b twe n hand
ph phoru would indicat a greatl' uptake f oil ill the rak d forage.
'V

e of wather saves labor

n advantag of a w th
mowin and raking
m to be
that f aving labor by combining
m win and raking into on op ration. Tim for mm1Ving nd raki g
amount d to 450 and 405 minute,
r p tiy ly, for th ntire s son,
wathing
a t tal of 5 minut s.
tim for appr ximat ly th
acr a
wa 455 minut . Baling
tim amount d to 566 and 547 minut
re p ctiv ly, for rak d and
\ th d pI t. Th total a ings of
man-labor nd quipm nt amountd t about on hour p rare for
, athing.
Gr ater feed value in wathed hay

Th ultim t f
valu of hay
can b t b det rmin d by f eding
it to dairy m.
trial was conw w r indidu t d in whi I
( Continued on page 31 )
Baled hay store d and storage
loss when harvested by raking or
swathing (pounds)
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VE

DORS I SCHOOLS
CREASE CONSUMPTIO

OF MILK

R. A. C H R 1ST ENS E NAN D H. H. HIS KEY

end r
milk

a ailability

t
endor

placed in tO llr

,m ty chool

n
DR. RONDO A. CHRISTENSEN, assistant profenor of agricultural economics, i, conducting
a number of studies on the marketing of milk.
MR. HISKEY i, a research ani,tant in agricultural economic ••
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nduct d
h ols dur-
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endor ales
D uring the eight-month v nding
p riod of October through
ay,
th re w r v nd d 5 245 on -third
uart cartons of milk ( including
hocolate milk) and 24,954 carto
f orang drink, or a total f ,199
cartons.
ndor al of milk and
orange drink amount d to ao averg of 25 carto p r 100 tud nts
p r cho 1 day. al p r vendor
m unt d to an averag of 62 carton per chool day.
nd r al p r 1

ch 1 day w r r lativ Iy high
wh n th exp riment b gao in ctob rand lat r in January wh n
r nge drink
ma
a ailabl
in all th ch 01 , aft r hi h sal
clin d (table 1).
o umption of ch 01 lunch
milk w
tudied to d t rmin if
milk vend d ub tituted for milk
normally on urn d in the school
lunch. In all four h I , tud nt
FOR
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n tonI r
with th ir
ould ha fr
th y want d.
on umpti n of
h 1 lun h
milk follo\
a onal pattern of
incr a ing a wint r approache
nd
m r
tud nt take chool
lunch . t d of
ting a lunch
rought f1' m hom , or going home
for lunch; and d cr asing as pring
ppro ch
and as more stud nt
gc in
gin g .ng home for lunch
or bringing lunch
fr m hom .
onsumption of chool lun h milk
,a anal z d for the year of the
p rim taw II
f r th two
pr viou
r. During all thr
y r co umption incr a ed from
ab ut 37 ha1f-pint p r 100 tud nt
p r s hool d
in
pt mb r to a
high of 9 to 54 half-pint in J nuary, and
clined to a 10 of 32
t 36 half-pint in ay.
compari n of c umption of
ch I lunch milk and choollunchhow that a consid rable numb r f hId nt took dvanta
of

th xtra fr milk. uring ch f
the thr
r about one and a
half carto of milk w re consum d
p r ch I lun h. Th numb r conm d p r Inch d clin d from
bout 1.6 in
pt mber to 1.4 in
January, d in r a d ain to 1.6
in a.
In t d of d cr in, con umpti n of chool lunch milk incr
d
urin th
r of th
xp rim nt

Table 1. Vendor sales of milk and orange
drink, four Cache County schools,
October-May, 1958-59
Month

Milk

Orange
drink

Total

One-third quart cartons per
100 students per school day
Octobe r
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

33.9
25.3
20.4
17.2
14.5
10.0
9.5
9.2

1.1
1.0
.6
12.9
10.6
12.2
11 .2
10.9

35.0
26.3
21.0
30.1
25.1
22.2
20.6
20.1

Average

17.7

7.6

25.3

mp I d \ ith th pr
din
ar
nd wa about qual to th averag
rat of con umption during th
t, 0 r viou y ar . H nee, 't w
on Iud d that milk
ndin had
no ff t 011 con umption of hool
lunch milk. onsumption f chool
Iun h milk p r 100 tud nts per
ch 1 day amo nt d to 43.9 halfpint during 195 -59, 42.9 during
1957-5 , and 5.2 during 1956-57
(tabl 2 ).

Total milk consumption at school
Total milk con umption at ch 01
include ale of chool lunch milk
nd
of milk (including chocolat drink) from v nding machin s. Vendor sal
of orang
drink are also shown.
1 of
r nge drink are hown b cause
mor milk prob bly would have
n
nd d if or ng drink had
( Continued 00 page 30)
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YIELD RESPO SE F 0
REX

F.

N I E L SON

G 0 R DON A. V A N E P P S

IT OGE

On dry lands adequate moisture is necessary
for increased yields from fertilizer
n rmal prethan
Din

Good stands and ample
moisture are necenary
for high yields

pr t in

•

Both MR. NIELSON and MR. VAN EPPS are
assistant professors of agronomy. Mr. Van
Epps is stationed at Snow College and is in
charge of the Nephi Dryland Experimental
Farm. Rex Nielson conducts fertilixer and
crop variety tests throughout the state.
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Portable applicator for anhydrous ammonia

from th \lSi
f f rtiliz r c urr
during year
f xtr m
prin drought. Thi
th r port of oth r w rk r
u
s or failure of a crop
may b d t rmin d by the tim lin
of a ingl
tonn. Spring
tonn influ nc yi ld mor than
do tonn at any ther tim of
year.

Fertilizer response
yi ld r sponse to fertiliz r wa
measur d in 38 p rc nt of the t ts
made (table 1) . Yields w re depre ed in 10 p r nt f th t t ;
however, the e occurred during 2
pecific year. Protein content of
the grain was increa ed in 51 p rnt of the tests.
In late May and arly June th
majority of th fertilizer plot
h wed a visible growth re ponse
in both col rand iz of plant. Thi
r ponse oft n fail d to xpr
itelf at harv t tim

itrogen sout'ces
Fertiliz r u d in the te t w re
anhydrous ammonia amm nium
ulfate, and ammonium nitrat.
Wher difIerenc w r m a ur d
nd
b twe n ammonium nitrat
ammonium
ulfat
the nitrate
form was generall b t. Wh n
comparing anhydro ammonia and
FOR
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Portable combine used for harvesting

Tab!e 1. Acre yields and protein content of dryland wheat in response to nitrogen fertilization
Trials showing

Cache
Box Elder
Juab
Millard
Rich
San Juan
Salt Lake
Sanpete
Tooele

Number
trials

Yield
response

Yield
depression

Increase
in protein

number
6
3
28
14
5
7
7
11
4

number
5
0
13
2

number
0
1
0
4
0
0
2
2
0

number
2
3
14
9

2
2
5
2

0

6
5
3

Avg. yield

Avg. protein

bulacre
39
28
22
22
21
34
16
26
14

percent
13.2
14.7
12.2
13.7
15.1
12.3
15.2
14.6
14.3

Table 2. Number of trial. where a yield response to phosphoru. was measured
1957

Cache
Juab
Millard
Salt Lake

1
2

1958

1959

number
0
2
0
0

o
o

2

ammonium ulfat , anhydrou ammonia \
found sup rior. It i
lik ly that thi diff r nc i n t
b cau on fonn of th f rtiliz r
i b tt r than th oth r but' a
a r ult f plac m nt. Th
nhydrou
ammonia w
band d
\ hil th ulfate w br adca t n
th oil urface.
Th u e of anhydrou ammoni
on wh at po s problem not n-

form of
prin ap-

Rate

2S

was not superior to the 40 pound
in any of the tests. At a number of
locations a 20 pound rate was equal
to the 40 pound.

Phosphorus
Before 1957, phosphorus had
failed to increase yields significant1y in any of the dryland wheat
studies in Utah. The 1957 crop
responded significantly to phosphate fertilizer in 5 locations (table
2) . This response was visible
throughout the growing season in
addition to increasing yields. A
similar response was measured in
1958 and 1959; however, the magnitude was not as striking as in
1957. It should be noted that 1957
was the only year when precipitation was normal or better during
the period.
. Phosphorus was applied at the
rate of 90 pounds of P 2 0 S p r acr
in combination with 40 pounds of
nitrogen. This may be in exce s of
what is needed. Workers in other
areas have found that considerably
lower rates are effective on winter
wheat. The data from this study
suggest that lack of phosphorus
may limit yields in some of our
dryland areas. Fu:rther studies will
be required to determine the extent of this deficiency and to determine the most effective rates
and frequency of application.
CRD AND SINUSITIS
(Continued from page 11)

Prevention and control
There is no vaccine for CRD.
Bacterins (a type of serum which
can produce immunity) against the
bacterial invaders which are secondary to the disease have been
employed and may have some
value. Drugs and antibiotics are
not entirely satisfactory. Treatment, when applied properly, will
temporarily alleviate the symptoms
and will improve the performance
of the flock. This is particularly
true with meat birds, where the
life-span is short and temporary
improvement can significantly influence carcass finish. However,
26

herein lies a great danger. Incorrect
application and misuse of antibiotics can result in three undesirable effects : ( 1 ) unnecessary
increase in feed cost, (2) unmarketable portions of the carcass or
reduced carcass grade, and ( 3 )
continuation or incr ase of «anti_
biotic resistance" of the disease
agents.
NITROGEN FOR CORN
( Continued from page 4)

nitrogen fertilizer two or three
times during the season. It is
practical to spread commercial
fertilizer between the rows during
the growing season. This should
be done often enough to ke p the
plants a dark green color. Commercial fertilizer can be broadcast
by hand or banded at the side of
the plant with a fertilizer drill or
a seeder calibrated to deliver the
desired amount. Apply 1 p und of
ammonium nitrate or 1.6 po nds
ammonium sulfate per 200 square
feet, three times during the season. This amount of nitro en will
Applied
usually be sufficient.
fertilizer can b b n £icia 1 as late
as silking time.
NEW PUBLICATIONS

Spec. Rep. 14. Utah' s federal grant landi, by
Arthur D. Smith. Department of Range
Management. 28 p.
In this study the author examines the history of Utah's federal grant lands, reviews
their administration, and inquires into the
responsi bilities of the State Land Board as a
framework for making concrete proposals for
the management of the remaining grant
lands. Th e ob jectives focus on (1) the most
effective and desirable ownership of the
lands, (2) the means of effecting this ownership, and (3) the means by which the original purposes of grant lands and the interests of the people of Utah might best
be served.
Utah Res. Ser. 3. Estimated cash receipts received by Utah farmers from sale of agricultural producb and from government
payments, by counties. Department of
Agricultural Economics. 35 p.
A statistical report of agricultural production broken down by counties.
Utah Res. Ser. 4. Selling fruit at retail, Salt
Lake City, Utah, 1956-57, by Ellis W. lamborn. Department of Agricultural Economics. 19 p .
This study is concerned with the factors
that affect the sale of selected fresh f ruits
in retail supermarkets. The study analyzes
the variation in sales among fruits and other
foods within each store and the variation in
sales and prices during the year. It also
analyzes the variation in sales among stores.
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Bul. 417. Transporting Utah cattle by truck,
by N. K. RobertS' and l. H. Grover. Department of Agricultural Economics. 25 p.
The study reported in this bulletin is part of
a western regional project on the transporta tion of livestock and meat in the Western
States. The author has attempted to determine the least cost trucking alternatives for
selected ranching situations in Utah.
Bul. 418. Recent land and ground-water
development in Utah under the Desert
land Act, by Clyde E. Stewart. Department
of Agricultural Economics in cooperation
with the Farm Economics Research Division
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 36 p.
This bulletin presents an economic appraisal
of the desert land program in Utah. The
study was made at the request of the
Bureau of Land Management because of the
large activity in the West under the program
and the many administrative problems and
questions related to the basic legislation
which have arisen during the last 15 years.
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CREEP FEEDING
( Continued from page 9)

( steamed rolled barley 70 and dried
molasses beet pulp 30), and a complex mixture (steamed rolled barley 50, rolled or chopped oats 30,
dried molasses beet pulp 10, and
cottonseed meal 10) have been
used in the creep ration. During
1955 and 1956 an antibiotic, chlortetracyline, was added to the ration. AHalfa hay was fed separately.
Lambs were allowed all the
concentrate they would consume
between feeding periods. Ewes
were fed alfalfa hay and one pound
of barley per head per day.
Average daily consumption of
creep feed per lamb per day ranged
from .44 to .83 pounds (tables 1
and 2) . Average gains of the
various lots ranged from .53 to .63
pound. These figures indicated
that the addition of approximately
one pound of concentrate in the
creep ration results in approximately a pound of gain in lamb body
weight.
No measurable increase in lamb
gains or feed consumption resulted
from the addition of either 10 or
20 milligrams of chlortetracyline
per pound of concentrate.
Good gains were made on all rations tested. The results indicate
that creep rations need not be
highly complex to produce excellent gains. Protein does not appear
to be limiting in the ration of lambs
which have access to alfalfa hay
and milk from the ewe. Although
single feeds and simple formula
feeds gave excellent results, observations indicated that lambs fed
steamed rolled barley only had a
tendency to develop more digestive
disturbances and loss of appetite.
Apparently the addition of dried
molasses beet pulp alleviated this
condition.

Feeding grain to ewes did not increase lamb weights
The feeding of one pound of
steamed rolled barley to the ewes
did not increase the gains of the
creep fed lambs. Those ewes not
receiving grain consumed an averFOR
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Table 1. Average initial weight, gain in weight, and amount of feed conlumed during creep
feeding periodl

10mg.
20 mg.
10 mg.
0
antibiotic antibiotic antibiotic antibiotic
Number of lambl
Initial weight
Final weight
Total gain
Avg. daily gain
Daily grain
consumption
Daily roughage
consumption

1958 (12 weeki)

1956 (13 weeki)

1955 (10 weeki)

0

Barley
D.M.B. pulp

Barley

Ibl.
Ibs.
Ibl.
Ibs.

32
24.0
67.0
43.0
0.61

29
23.5
66.2
42.7
0.61

28
15.6
69.5
53.9
0.59

28
16.1
68.1
51.9
0.57

28
16.5
68.6
52.1
0.57

31
17.0
62.2
45.2
0.54

31
15.9
60.6
44.7
0.53

Ibl.

0.49

0.44

0.67

0.67

0.66

0.44

0.60

0.43

0.37

Ibs.

Table 2. Comparison of gainl and feed consumption COstl of lambl fed simple anti complex
ration. 1957
Rationl
(complex)

Ration 2
barley & D.M.B. pulp

Ration 3
barley

18
19.5
73.5
54.0
0.60
1.38
.83
$2.02
36

18
19.5
76.2
56.7
0.63
1.32
.83
$1.87
29

18
20.2
70.6
50.4
0.56
1.18
.66
$1.52
43

Number of lambl
Avg. initial weight
Avg. final weight
Avg. total gain
Avg. daily gain
Grain per pound gain
Avg. daily grain conlumption
Total COlt of ration per lamb
Extra daYI to attain 95 poundl market weight

Table 3. Effects of feeding grain or no grain on maintenance weight of ewel, feed conlumption,
feed COlts, and the creep conlumption and gain of their lamb. during the nursing period

Number of ewes
DaYI on test
Avg. initial weight per ewe
Avg. final weight per ewe
Avg. 1011 in weight per ewe*
Avg. daily creep feed consumption per lamb
Avg. daily gain per lambt
Avg. daily conlumption of hay per ewe (Ibl.)
Cost of feeding ewe for 90 day period*

No grain

Grain, 1 lb. per ewe
per day

18
90
170.1
159.9
10.2
0.79
0.59
5.85
$5.26

18
90
172.1
171.0
1.1
0.79
0.61
4.95
$6.85

*P<O.Ol
tP>O.05
*Alfalfa hay $20.00 per ton, barley $2.60 per cwt.

age of .9 pound more hay daily
and lost 9 pounds more body weight
(table 3). These differences apparently compensated for lack of grain
in the ration. This suggests that
when lambs are creep fed and the
ewes are in good condition at
lambing time the lambs will gain
just as fast when their mothers receive only aHalfa hay as when
grain is fed to the ewes. In these
tests a higher profit was realized

when grain was fed to the lambs
rather than the ewes.
NEW PUBUCATION
Utah Rei. 5er. 6. Utah agricultural statilticl,
192()"1959. Department of Agricultural
Economici. 148 p.
This statistical abstract brings together in
one volume many facts about Utah's agri.
culture. The data are all from secondary
sources, but they are assembled here for easy
reference.
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ASPHALT-COATED JUTE
LINER
(Continued from page 13)

dat.
B cause the liner was
xp rim ntal material, it lacked
uniformity of coating and surface
finish. N vertheless, th product
looks promising. The processes
which ent red into the fabrication
of th liner included:
1. Mildew or rotproofing of a 15ounc jute sacking by tr atment with c pper naphthanate
2. Drying and saturating the
sacking with asphalt mploying a high penetration material
to insure insofar a po ibl
the coating of ach jute fiber
with asphalt
3. Coating th a phalt-saturated
fabric with a low penetration
asphalt
4. Dusting to prey nt sticking,
and packa ing in rolls for
handling and shipping
The composition i illustrated
diagrammatically in figure 1. The
asphalt coating provides a water
barrier; the jut fabric supplies the
strength and adds bulk to the liner.
The weather-proofing treatment
prevents degradation of th asphalt
from sunlight. In our fi ld installations this weath r proof coatin was
a clay emulsion. Laboratory studies
include surface tr atments with
slate chips and various typ s of
paint. A butyl paint preparation
appears to offer considerable promise. The weight of individual roll
varied considerably. Our pr s nt
goal is a roll containing 108 squar
feet and weighing 100 pounds but
experience may alter our thinking
in this matter.
Three field tests

Three test installation have been
made. The first was in Tr monton,
Utah, in late August; the second on
the Colorado State Univ r ity farm
near Fort Collins in early September; and a third on the ew Mexico
State University farm at Univ r ity
Park, the first part of November.
The ditches at the three locations
were approximately the same size,
28

ha ing a lined perimeter of bet, n 9 and 10 fe t, including the
mat rial r quir d for anchoring the
lin r in the berm. The bottom
width of th ditch at Tr monton
and Las Cruces was 18 inches, and
at Fort Collins 1 foot. The d sign
capacity of the ditch at Tremonton
wa 6 cf (cubic f et p r second)
and th v locity 1.6 fps (f et per
ond). Th ditch at Fort Collins
was d signed for 14 cfs and will
hay a tream v locity of about 2.7
fp \ hen op rating at capacity.
Th ditch at Las Cruc s is I 1.
At Tr monton 150 lin ar f t f
lining w r install d, at Fort Collin 290 f et, and at Las Cruc
357 feet.
At each of these test in tallations
some of the lining material us d
was that fabricated from untr at d
jut sacking and som from jute
acking treat d with copp r naphthanate. Part of th lining at ach
location was coat d with a clay
mulsion and part] ft uncoat d for
compari on. At the Las ruc
location an additional short reach
was left for 0 tin with a butyl
pr paration.
Th width of pr fabricat d material was 32 inches. Sinc a 2-inch
ov rlap wa
d in making the
s am th
tiv _ width in th
ditch wa
inch s. A, id r
width would b mor d irabl, but
this was th only mat rial availabl
at the time. A 40-inch mat rial will
be used in th n xt lot f liner to be
fabricated.
Sev ral m thods of ealing th
joints w re tried. Th e included
a mastic cement and heat sealing.
Heat saling was finally adopted.
This was accomplished by heatin
the top and und rsid of th material at th joints with a propane
torch sufficiently to soft n the
asphalt and pr ss th material toeth r. Th seam resulting was
trong and from all appearance
watertight. At first, th individual
widths were amed to eth r in the
ditch but later six widths w re laid
togeth r on th bank and joined
in this position. The group of six
width was then pull d into posi-

tion as a unit. Th t chniqu a ed
time and mad it e i r to g t good
joints. The La Cruces ditch had
many corrugated metal turnout
structures. Th se w rIft in place
and the liner fitt d around them.
Aft r the lining was in place opening w re cut to accommodat the
tructur . To inslU' a wat rtight
al around th structur s, maIler
pi ces w re fitt d around th m b n ath the lining and th lining
ealed to th e piec with a torch.
Finally, contacts b twe n th liner
and th m tal turnout tru tur
w r pointed with an a phalt mastic
m nt. Th r i om dou bt a
to whether th mastic c m nt i
necessary, but it mad a nice appearing job and should insur complete wat r tightn s .
Method of installation

The method of installation is illustrated in figur 1 and 2. L ngth
of material should be cut long
nough to COy r th p rim t r of
th ditch and allow anoth r 3 f t
for the xpos d portion on the
berm and to provid sufficient mat rial for anchoring. Th re may be
instanc
h n runnin a th material
I ngthwi e with the ditch would be
advantag us. Running the material crosswis, hO\ v r allow
maximum flexibility in the use of
mat rial. Short lengths can b
pi ced tog th r by seaming with a
torch to mak use of odd I n ths.
All joint should b overlapped in
th dir etion f the flow and joints
on the side slop s wh re tw pi ces
ar jointed tog ther to make use
of short len ths hould be overlapp d down the slope. Patching
an be easily accomplish d by layin a pi ce of the lining ov r the
hoI and sealing in place with a
torch. A soil terilant should be
appli d to the subgrade including
th portion of the berm to be covr d and the anchor trench to
prevent v getation from growing
tlu'ough the liner and destroying
its ffectiveness. In one of the installations sterilization was omitted
and already a few sprigs of veg-
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etation have appeared growing
through the lining.
Future exploration
None of these test installations
have been in service long enough
to draw mor than tentative conclusions. Development work is
continuing with special attention
to the evaluation of rotproofing
treatments and the development
of protective coatings. Although
treatment with copper naphthanate
appears to be adequate to insure
a reasonable life, there is evidence
that other rotproofing treatments
may be even more effective. Cyanoethylation, for example, looks particularly promising. Specimens of
cyanoethylated jute burlap retained
essentially all their initial strength
after ~l weeks in the compost. Untreated jute burlap by comparison
lost most of its strength in one week
and all of its strength in two weeks'
time. Impervitex-treated material
lost essentially all of its strength in
three weeks. Ow' data on copper
naphthanate are not complete but
the copper naphthanate treatment
is less effective than cyanoethylation.
It is not possible to project accurately the effectiveness of treatment from the results of compost
tudi s. These studies do give
some indication however. Field
performance is the final test. The
ffectiveness of treatments as indicated by the compost studies is
upported by the results of testing
specim ns cut from field test intallations made in connection
with our earli r work with built-inplace linings. After one year's
service the t nsile str ngth of the
burlap in specimens from one test
in tallation was essentially the
ame as the new burlap. Older
installations, although not sampled
appear to be in good condition.
While the clay emulsion looks
promising, usually any material
which requires an extra operation
presents a problem. For this reason, we believe it would be more
FOR
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desirable if the liner could be fabricated with the surface treatment
in place. Some lining material will
be made up which is surfaced with
slate chips similar to those used
on roofing materials. Other surfacings are being studied, and if
these look promising it is expected
that material will be made up and
field tested.
This asphalt-coated jute liner
will probably not replace other
such established linings as concrete, but it is believed it will have
a place, and in some areas and
under certain site conditions will
be a valuable addition to types of
lining now available. It should
lend itself to a dO-it-yourself program and for that reason may be
more acceptable to some farmers
than other types.
One of the most important operations associated with the lining of
irrigation canals and ditches is the
preparation of the subgrade. It is
important that it be firm and well
ettled and preferably conform
reasonably well to line and grade
specifications. This is true with
the asphalt-coated jute liner as
well as other types, although possibly not to the same extent. Because of the flexibility of the jute
liner, some adjustment of the subgrade can be tolerated without
jeopardizing the lining. On the
other band, it is extremely important that the lining be well anchored in the berm if it is to be
serviceable, since it is flexible and
will wrinkle unless securely held in
place. The asphalt-coated jute
liner, because of the ease with
which it is transported and installed, should be ideal for small
jobs and the lining of ditches in
relatively inaccessible areas. It
may be found to be adapted to tlle
repair of old concrete linings and
flume structures. Certainly it offers possibilities for lining reservoirs.
There are tentative plans for
marketing the liner on a limited
basis in the Denver area this year
as a part of the overall develop-

ment program and as a means of
getting more data on construction
practices and installation problems.
It is hoped that by another year
sufficient data will be available to
prot ct the service life and to compare the costs of this lining to other
types. If further testing supports
present indications there is every
assurance that the lining will be
available commercially in the not
too distant future.
BYPASS HIGHWAYS
(Continued from page 17)

and to services - food, clothing,
shelter, employment, recreation,
protection, social enjoyment. This
function has two facets. First, the
highway must serve as a carrier of
traffic which has need to flow rather
than to start and stop. This use of
the highway can be likened to that
of a large artery in the human
body.
Second, in order to provide accessibility the highway must also
serve as a distributor of, and collector of, start-and-stop traffic.
Carrying this use to its most extreme limit, the highway can be
likened to the capillary functions
of the human circulatory system.
Throughout man's history of
highway building, up to the time
of the introduction of the freeway,
all highways were expected to perform both the arterial and capillary functions. We refer to such
highways as "unlimited access"
highways.
Freedom to enter and leave the
highway at any point, the principle of unlimited access, theoretically should provide a maximum accessibility to the people and things
that meet human needs. Paradoxically, however, such accessibility
became reduced in almost an inverse order: the more unlimited
the highway access, the less the
accessibility to human satisfactions. The use of the highway by
drivers with arterial purposes and
by drivers with distributor purposes caused neither purpose to be
achieved sa~factorily.
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Then came the freeway! Here we
have a better solution.

The interstate freeways don't have
bypasses-they ARE bypasses
The interstate freeways are bypass highways. Their function is
to serve arterial needs in a transportation network. Since they are
off-limits to entering traffic except
at limited access points, all places
in between are bypassed. Basically,
these routes in Utah will coincide with or parallel present highways, avoiding as they go the
«bottle-necks" of congestion, terrain, and distance.
With these new highways, Utah
towns will have none of the old
easy access now associated with the
typical main highways. Further it
should be recognized that the possibility to stop to «gas up," to eat,
or to do impulse buying is limited,
because the freeway will always
function as a bypass regardless of
where it is located.

But wouldn't it help our town if the
freeway were built along our main
street?
Suppose, for example, that highway planners yielded to protesting
business leaders who asked that the
new route go through town. Suppose that a new super-highway
had been built upon the existing
highway route on main street. What
would be the result?
Traffic could not stop here and
there to patronize local establishments, because these establishments would be separated from the
traffic flow; cars could not tum off
at the next cross street, for there
would be no local cross streets.
The only way travelers could
patronize the local business area
would be to drive through designated points of exit from the freeway, which might be located
several miles from the business
center. In the meantime, the main
street would be ruined as a business
section. Local persons could no
longer drive along main street for
local purposes, such as to shop, visit
30

friends, or to do business. To get
across the street, the pedestrian
shopper would have to use underground or elevated passageways,
and drivers could eventually reach
the other side by moving into lanes
of traffic designated for least interference with the new highway.

An analogy expresses our view of
who benefits
When it was first discovered. that
blood circulated to all parts of the
body, it must have been evident
that all parts of the body benefited from this circulation. It is
unlikely that the question was
asked: Does the hand benefit
more than the foot or the foot more
than the shoulder?
It seems that this same type of
thinking is of help in evaluating
benefits of the highway system to
our country, state, county, and community.
One difference, of course, lies in
the fact that the larger arteries in
the human body were already located before man's analysis of
them began. With the highway
system man begins by creating
arterial routes himself. Where
they should be located. to get the
best total circulation, i.e., the greatest accessibility, is the crucial question. But if they can be properly located for best total circulation, then it would be hard to say
which part or locality will r ceive
the most benefit - the city more
than the country - the farmer more
than the miner. The problem of
determining the best location for
our highways is one of the most
pertinent issues of our day.
VENDORS IN SCHOOLS
( Continued from page 23)

not also been vended. The amount
of additional milk that would have
been vended is probably between
50 to 100 percent of the volume of
orange drink vended. It was not
possible to withhold orange drink
from sale, except during the first
three months of the experiment in
all but one vendor.

Average consumption of milk increased from 45.2 half-pints per
100 students in 1956-57 and 42.9
half-pints in 1957-58, when milk
was only available in the school
lunch program, to 67.5 half-pints
during 1958-59 when milk was also
available in vendors. Consumption
in 1958-59 was 53 percent greater
than the average of the previous
two years ( table 2) . Including
orange drink, consumption in 195859 was 76 percent greater than the
average of the previous two years.
These figures clearly show that
milk vending at school increases
total consumption of milk at school.

Milk consumption at home
The possibility that students who
drank milk from vendors at school
might reduce their consumption of
milk at home was considered. The
idea that people will drink only a
certain amount of milk is strongly
held by many people. To measure
changes in milk consumption at
home, parents were asked the glasses of milk drank by students while
at home during the day previous
to each survey. Five glasses were
considered a quart.
Results of the surveys show that
students consumed about the same
amount of milk at home before and
after vendors were installed in
schools. Students who used vendors
consumed the most milk at home
and consumed 252 half-pints per
100 students per day in September
before vendors and 255 half-pints
in December after vendors, compared with 237 half-pints before
and 236 half-pints after for nonvendor users (table 3). These figures show that milk vending had
no effect on the amount of milk
consumed at home by students.

Tota 1 milk consumption
Total milk consumption includes
milk consumed as Huid from all
sources. Students in the sample increased their total consumption of
milk an average of 10 percent between September and December
during the day previous to each
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survey. Vendor u er incr ased
milk consumption 15 perc nt between September and December
compared with only 4 percent for
nonvendor users (table 3). The
increase for vendor users was all
due to vendor purchases, which
amounted to 49 half-pint equivalents per 100 students. Total milk
consumption from all other sources
by vendor users remained about
the same and amounted to 315
half-pints per 100 stud nts in September and 313 half-pints in
December. The increase in consumption by nonvendor users was
due to increased consumption from
the school lunch program which
amounted to 41 half-pints per 100
students in September and 51 halfpints in December. Their consumption of milk from all other sources
amounted to 243 half-pints per 100
students in both September and
December.
Of the 10 percent increase in
total milk consumption by all students as a group between Sept mber and December, about 9 percent
was due to vendor sales of milk and
about 1 percent to increased consumption of milk from the school
lunch program.
Vendor sales of milk for the entire eight-month vending p riod
amounted to an average of 23.6
half-pint equivalents p r 100 students per school day. This additional milk consumption r suIted in an
increase in total milk c nsumption
by students of 7.8 p rc nt per
school day during the ntire vending period, assuming a normal level
of total milk consumption of 301
half-pints per 100 stud nts per day,
which was the level of consumption
in September before v ndors were
installed. For the entir year, the
additional milk con umed from
vendors resulted in a 3.8 p rent
increase in total milk consumption
by students, allowing for w kends, holidays, and the summer
when milk was not v nd d in
schools.
These data show that milk purchas d from vendors wa additional
FOR
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Table 3. Total milk consumption by students during a one-day period before and after vend,rs
were installed, four Cache County sch.ols, September 22, and December 11, 1958
Source of milk

Students

School
lunch

Home

Tetal

Percent
chan,.

14
12

315
362

+ 15

6
7

284
294

+

10
10

301
312

+ 10

Other

Vendor

Number of one-half pint equivalents
per 100 students
Vendor users:
Before
After

49
46

252
255

Nonvendor users:
Before
After

41
51

237
236

All students:
Before
After

46
49

245
246

49

27

4

Table 2. Consumption of school lunch milk and vendor milk and orange drink, four Cache
County schools, 1956-57 to 1958-59

Item

1956·57

1957·58

1958-59

1951-59 in percent of
1956-57 & 1957-58 avera,e

One-half pint equivalents per 100
students per school day
School lunch milk
Vendor:
Milk
Orange drink
Total

45.2

42.9

43.9

100

0
0

0
0

23.6*
10.1*

53
23

45.2

42.9

77.6

176

*Based on eight.month vending period

milk that otherwise would not have
be n consumed and that it did not
ubstitute for other milk which
normally would have be n consum d in the school lunch program,
at home, or from other sources. In
addition, they show the effect vendor sales of milk had on total consumption of milk by students during
the first eight months of sales. The
long run ffect will probably be
som wh t I s , however, since

monthly vendor sales during the
1958-59 school year tended to de·
crease each successive month after
vendors were first placed in the
schools. Additional research will
determine the long run effect of
vendor sales on total milk consumption by students. The factors
which effect student patronage of
vendors and the relation between
vendor sales of milk and orange
drink will also be detennined.

SWATHERS
(Continued from page 21)

vidually fed raked and swathed hay
in alternating periods of three or
four weeks each. Results are
shown in table 2. Milk production
for swathed and raked hay averaged about the same. However,
the anticipated production based
on initial production and a normal
decline of 9 percent monthly was
lower for swathed hay. Therefore,
it might be concluded that while

fed swathed hay, cows produced
relatively more (5 percent) than
while on raked hay.
Daily hay consumption for cows
fed raked hay was 16.8 pounds as
compared with 17.6 pounds for
swathed hay. Hay refusals amounted to 17.2 and 12.6 percent, respectively, for raked and swathed
hay. Corn silage was fed according to body weight and kept COD31
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visit to any other community. He
finds a few people who have come
to file their application for benefits,
a few who are looking for information to help them plan for retirement some time in the future, a
few beneficiaries who want a point
cleared up so they know for sure
what their obliga'tions as beneficiaries are-in other words, he finds
a variety of people with a duke's
mixture of greater or lesser problems about their "Social Security."
Today he has time enough to give
each problem the attention it deserves. He does not have to rush
through because ten other people
are sitting on the coattail of the
man he is talking to. He can devote
his full time and attention to each
farmer in turn in an attempt to
insure that he receives the equal
treatment under the law that the
Constitution and the Social Security Act say is his by right. Both
the farmer and Social Security are
happier because of this.
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Table 2. Performance of cows fed hay harvested by two methods
Raked

Swathed

Milk produdion Ubs/day)
Anticipated*
Produced

27.9
29.4

25.5
29.2

Hay
Consumed (lbs/ day)
Refusals %

16.8
17.2

17.6
12.6

Com silage consumed
26.4
(lbs/day)
Grain consumed (lbs/day) 8.0
Body wt. change
(avg. Ibs/cow)
-6

26.4
7.7
+68

*Based on produdion at start of experiment
and normal monthly decline of 9 percent.

stant during the trial, with average
consumption for both groups 26.4
pounds daily. Grain consumption
during the feeding of raked hay
was 8.0 pounds daily as compared
with 7.7 pounds while fed swathed
hay.
Cows averaged 6 pounds loss in
body weight while being fed raked
hay, and gained an average of 68
pounds while on swathed hay.
The entire trial lasted 147 days.
Most of the body weight gain came
in the last 28-da y feeding period
and may not be associated with
hay harvest method.

stand social security and the social
security offices came to understand
farmers, these and other problems
diminished.
When the field representative of
the Social Security Administration
visits a farming community today
he does not find the large roomful
of claimants waiting that he found
in 1957. Getting to see the "social
security man" early in 1957 was
harder than getting to see a pediatrician when flu is going around the
kindergarten. A farmer's trip to file
his application for social security
benefits in those days was more
like a campaign than a visit. Neither he nor the social security
representative got much pleasure
out of this unfortunate but unavoidable situation which resulted
when hundreds of thousands of
elderly farmers simultaneously became eligible for social security
benefits. With this backlog gone
the representative's visit to a farming community today is like his

NEW PUBLICATION
Utah Res. Ser. 5. Utah and the changing
agricultural economy, by E. M. Morrison
and lyn Prestwich. Department of Agricultural Economics. 16 p.
This publication explores the thesis that
because of the growing economy, the relative number of persons in agriculture is decreasing, but the value of the agricultural
product is increasing; the number of people
employed in agriculture is sizeable; the importance of the agricultural industry as a
user of industrial produds is growing; and
the impact of this sector of the total economy
is tremendous.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH
November 1, 1959 to February 1, 1960
Indian Jute Mills

$5000 for reMarch on canal Unina mat..

rials

SOCIAL SECURITY
( Continued from page 15)

cause exercising those provisions
offered them no tax advantage, reported income from the sale of
livestock held for draft, dairy, or
breeding purposes as ordinary farm
income. As farmers came to under32

Utah Turlcey federation

$2000 for turkey marlceting studies

Utah Canners Assodation

$1000 for
tomatoes

Utah State Holstein AlIOdatlon

studies on the culture of

$100 for study of embroyonlc death In

calves
United Stat.. Steel Corporation

14,700 pound. of ammonium nitrate and
5,230 pounds of ammonium sulfate for
fertili.er ....s
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